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Quantum speed limit, furnishing a lower bound on the required time for the evolution of a quantum system
through the state space, imposes an ultimate natural limitation to the dynamics of physical devices. Quantum
absorption refrigerators, on the other hand, have attracted a great deal of attention in the last few years. In this
paper, we discuss the effects of quantum speed limit on the performance of a quantum absorption refrigerator.
In particular, we show that there exists a trade-off relation between the steady cooling rate of the refrigerator and
the minimum time taken to reach the steady state. Based on this, we define a figure of merit called “bounding
second order cooling rate” and show that this scales linearly with the unitary interaction strength among the
constituent qubits. We also study the increase of bounding second order cooling rate with the thermalization
strength. We subsequently demonstrate that coherence in the initial three qubit system can significantly increase
the bounding second order cooling rate. We study the efficiency of the refrigerator at maximum bounding
second order cooling rate and, in a limiting case, we show that the efficiency at maximum bounding second
order cooling rate is given by a simple formula resembling the Curzon-Ahlborn relation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Sadi Carnot proposed an ultimate quantitative bound
[1] on the performance of thermal devices, our understand-
ing of microscopic physics has been revolutionized over the
last two centuries. In contradistinction with the grounding
of classical thermodynamics on a deterministic microscopic
dynamical model, small scale thermal machines with con-
stituents obeying laws of quantum theory have only recently
come within our purview [2, 3]. However, these quantum ma-
chines still run up against the Carnot bound and barring non-
thermal reservoirs like coherent [4] or squeezed baths [5–8],
generally fail to surpass it. Yet, the Carnot bound, attainable
only through an infinitely slow process, is of limited practi-
cal utility compared to the performance of thermal devices at
finite power. Classically, a bound on the efficiency at maxi-
mum power for cyclic thermal engines[9–11] and refrigerators
[12–14] was obtained in several works, providing impetus to a
growing body of research on finite time and non-equilibrium
thermodynamic processes [15, 16]. Investigations on finite
time cyclic thermodynamic processes for quantum thermal
machines [17–19] have already provided crucial physical in-
sight on topics ranging from the origin of friction[20–23] in
thermal processes to the third law of thermodynamics [24, 25].
Apart from cyclic thermal machines; one may also conceive
of self-contained thermal machines where the energy required
to perform a task, e.g. cooling a cold bath, is provided by a
third bath, thus requiring no external control. Motivated by
algorithmic cooling, such a quantum absorption refrigerator
(QAR) was proposed in [26]. Numerous other proposals of
QAR have already been put forward [27–30]. Experimental
realization of QAR has been recently achieved in ion trap sys-
tems [31] . Experimental proposals for various alternate sys-
tems, viz. cavity QED systems [32] and quantum dots [33],
have also been made. In the case of autonomous three-qubit
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refrigerators, the constituent qubits interact among themselves
via an energy conserving unitary operation as well as thermal-
ize with their corresponding heat baths. Depending upon the
initial conditions, the setup at its steady state may be shown to
act as a refrigerator which cools down the cold bath by extract-
ing heat at a constant rate. These machines have the advantage
of both simplicity as well as practical usefulness.
In addition to finding the steady state performance of such
refrigerators, one should also consider how long it takes for
the system to reach the steady state. If the system cools very
reliably at steady state but only gets there very slowly, it is
of limited utility. One can study the finite time characteris-
tics of the QAR [34–36] for cooling the cold qubit, however
this approach may necessitate precise time control mechanism
for decoupling the cold qubit. In addition, our goal is steady
cooling of the cold bath rather than cooling the qubit by itself.
In this paper, we seek to understand the behaviour of QAR
conditioned through the intrinsic restriction to evolution of a
quantum system through its state space. The latter feature,
known as the quantum speed limit is a fundamental feature
of quantum dynamics and finds several applications in quan-
tum computation, control theoretic settings and in the study
of shortcut towards adiabaticity (See, for example, Ref. [37].
and references therein for an overview). To this end, we an-
alyze a figure of merit encompassing this feature of the QAR
described in [26]. This figure of merit, called “bounding sec-
ond order cooling rate” (BSOCR) is defined as the product of
the equilibrium cooling rate and the maximum possible speed
of attaining equilibrium. This is of significant practical im-
portance, since even if a refrigerator cools the cold bath very
well in the steady regime, it will be of limited use if it takes
a very long time to reach the steady regime. We link the pro-
posed figure of merit with the transient features of the refrig-
erator and go on to illustrate the dependence of BSOCR on
various system parameters. We show that BSOCR increases
linearly with the coupling strength. We note that the presence
of quantumness in the form of initial coherence in the sys-
tem can boost the value of BSOCR. This is followed up by
an investigation of the figure of merit vis-a-vis the refrigera-
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2tion efficiency. We show that at a high temperature limit and
subject to other specific conditions, we can recover an expres-
sion for efficiency at maximum value of BSOCR which scales
similarly to the Curzon-Ahlborn bound.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we briefly
recapitulate the QAR model used in our work. In section III,
we mention the form of quantum speed limit used. Our novel
results are presented in section IV. In section V, we conclude
through a discussion of our results and possible future exten-
sions thereof. The detailed calculations are to be found in the
appendix.
II. ABSORPTION REFRIGERATOR AT STEADY STATE
We consider the model of three qubit absorption refrigera-
tor introduced in Ref. [26]. In what follows we briefly dis-
cuss about the model and its working principle. The three
qubits consisting the refrigerator are coupled to three different
baths at different temperatures. The first qubit which is the
object to be cooled, is coupled to the coldest bath at temper-
ature Tc. The second qubit which takes energy from the first
qubit and disposes into the environvent, is coupled to a hot-
ter bath at temperature Tr. The third and final qubit which
provides the free energy for refrigeration is coulped to the
hottest bath at temperature Th. Here Tc ≤ Tr ≤ Th. With-
out loss of generality, the ground state energy of all the qubits
are considered to be zero and the excited state energy of the
i-th qubit is Ei, where i ∈ {c, r, h}. The free Hamiltonian of
the combined system is H0 =
∑
i∈{c,r,h} Ei|1〉i〈1|. In thermal
equilibrium the qubits are in the corresponding thermal states
τi = ri |0〉 〈0| + r¯i |1〉 〈1|, where
ri = (1 + e−βiEi )−1 (1)
is the probability of the i-th qubit to be in the ground state
and r¯i = 1 − ri. Here β is the inverse temperature 1/T . The
populations are thus dependent on both the temperature and
energy spacing. The Boltzmann costant kB is set to unity
and this convention is followed through out the paper. The
total system is initially in a product state of locally thermal
qubits ρ0 = τc ⊗ τr ⊗ τh. The qubits interact via the interacting
hamiltonian Hint = g(|101〉 〈010|+ |010〉 〈101|). Here the order
of the qubits is c, r, h which is maintained throughout the pa-
per unless otherwise mentioned. The interaction strength g is
taken weak enough compared to the the energy level Ei-s, i.e.,
g << Ei, so that the energy levels and the energy eigenstates
of the combined system are almost unaltered and the tempera-
ture of the each qubit can be defined neglecting the interaction
energy [26]. The total Hamiltonian of the combined system is
given by
H =
∑
i∈{c,r,h}
Ei|1〉i〈1| + g(|101〉 〈010| + |010〉 〈101|). (2)
As the qubits are coupled with heat baths at each time step
there is a finite probability that it will thermalize. Suppose pi
is the probability density per unit time that the i-th qubit will
thermalize back. Then the evolution of the combined system
is given by the following master eqaution
∂ρ
∂t
= −i[H, ρ] +
∑
i∈{c,r,h}
pi(τi ⊗ Tri ρ − ρ). (3)
It is necessary to mention that this master equation is valid
only in the perturbative regime where the simultaneous ther-
malization of more than one qubit can be neglected. The
steady state refrigeration with the aforementioned model has
been demonstrated in great detail in Ref. [26, 38]. The steady
state for this master equation, as obtained in Ref. [38], is given
as
ρ f = τc ⊗ τr ⊗ τh + γσcrh, (4)
where
σcrh =
(
QrhZcτrτh + QchτcZrτh + QcrτcτrZh
+qcτcZrh + qrτrZch + qhZcrτh + Zcrh +
q
2g
Ycrh
)
. (5)
Here, Ycrh = i|101〉〈010|−i|010〉〈101| and Zcrh = |010〉〈010|−
|101〉〈101|, Zi j = Trk Zi jk, where {i, j, k} ∈ {c, r, h} and qi and
Q jk, are given as follows qi =
pi
q−pi , Q jk =
p jqk+pkq j
q−p j−pk , where
q = pc + pr + ph. The parameter γ in Eq. 4 is given by
γ =
−∆
2 + q
2
2g2 +
∑
i qi +
∑
jk Q jkΩ jk
(6)
where ∆ = r1(1− r2)r3− (1− r1)r2(1− r3), Ω jk = r′j(1− r′k)+
(1 − r′j)rk. Here r′i = (1 − ri) for i = r, otherwise r′i = ri. The
cooling rate for the cold bath is given as
Qc = qγEc, (7)
which clearly shows that the machine acts as a refrigerator
only when γ > 0. It has been shown that the efficiency η of
this refrigerator is equal to Ec/Eh [38].
III. QUANTUM SPEED LIMIT
Quantum evolution for a closed system is a unitary map.
It has been shown that the fluctuation [39, 40] or the aver-
age value [41, 42] of the generator of such maps determines
the maximum rate of unitary evolution of a quantum system
through the corresponding state space, giving rise to the con-
cept of a limiting speed for dynamical evolution. For pure
quantum states, this speed of evolution was introduced by
Anandan and Aharonov [40] utilizing the Fubini-Study met-
ric, with subsequent works [43, 44] building on the concept.
Generalizations for mixed states in the case of unitary evolu-
tions were proposed [45] and tightness of bounds found earlier
were proved in some cases [46]. For a generalized quantum
evolution characterized by CPTP maps, it is possible to find
similar speed limits [47–51]. In particular, for a Markovian
3channel on an open quantum system expressed via a dynami-
cal subgroupL, the following lower bound on the time tevolution
required for evolution of a quantum system from initial state
ρ0 to a state ρ f was given in Ref. [52] as
tevolution ≥
| cos θ − 1|Tr ρ20√
Tr
(L†ρ0)2 = τ, (8)
where θ = cos−1 Tr(ρ0ρ f )
Tr(ρ20)
is expressed in terms of relative pu-
rity between the initial and the final state. Thus, 1/τ can be
interpreted as the maximum speed of the evolution. In this
paper, using this maximum speed of evolution, we show how
the same constrains the performance of the QAR.
IV. EFFECTS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF QUANTUM
REFRIGERATOR FROM QUANTUM SPEED LIMIT
In this section, we establish a link between the cooling rate
of the QAR at its steady state and the minimum time that it
takes to reach the steady state. We define the novel figure of
merit, i.e., the product of the steady cooling power of the QAR
and the maximum speed of evolution to the steady state as
χ =
Qc
τ
. (9)
Note that, for better performance, we need higher χ, i.e.,
higher cooling rate as well as faster evolution to the steady
state. Interestingly, we observe that there lies a trade-off be-
tween these two desired criteria. It will be interesting to ex-
plore in detail how the performance of steady QAR depends
on χ, as well as how χ itself depends on the system parame-
ters. Before doing so, we would like to digress a bit towards
transient refrigeration by QAR.
The efficiency and cooling rate in the transient regime by
QAR have been extensively studied in Ref. [35]. The figure
of merit χ is the upper bound on the temporal average of time
derivatives of the instantaneous cooling rate. The latter quan-
tity, say P(t), is defined as P(t) = dQc(t)dt , where Qc(t) is the
instantaneous cooling rate. Now, the time average
P(t) =
1
tevolution
∫ tevolution
0
dQc(t′)
dt′
dt′ =
Qc
tevolution
≤ Qc
τ
= χ,
(10)
justifying our assertion. Thus the time-derivative of the tran-
sient cooling rate, averaged over the entire duration of dynam-
ics, is upper bounded by our figure of merit. The transient
cooling rate is, of course, the amount of heat drawn from the
bath per unit time during the transient regime. Thus, the time
derivative of cooling rate may be argued as a second order
time-derivative of the amount of heat drawn from the bath dur-
ing transient dynamics. Since our figure of merit represents
an upper bound on the average time-derivative of the transient
cooling rate, we coin the term bounding second order cooling
rate (BSOCR) for the figure of merit χ. To avoid misleading
FIG. 1: Demonstration that high equilibrium cooling power
Qc can come at the cost of slow evolution to equilibrium
state. When all parameters other than g are fixed, steady
cooling rate Qc and the inverse of evolution time 1/τ, both
functions of g, are parametrically plotted by varying the
interaction strength g from 10−4 to 10−1. The parameters are
chosen as Ec = 1, pc = pr = ph = 0.1, η = 1,Tc = 1,Tr = 5,
Th = 10.
the reader, we emphasize that the exact expression for χ is ho-
mogeneous to Qc, i.e., the steady cooling rate, and not to the
time derivative of the transient cooling rate.
Let us now see how the BSOCR controls the steady refrig-
eration. In terms of the steady state parameters, the BSOCR
can be expressed in terms of the initial state ρ0 via (4), (6),
and (8) as
Qc
τ
=
qEc[
Tr(ρ0σcrh)
]
/
[ √
Tr([Hint, ρ0])2
] (11)
Using the equation above, we demonstrate the trade-off be-
tween the steady cooling power and the maximum speed of
evolution. As Qc and 1/τ both are function of the interaction
strength g, we plot these quantities by varying the interaction
strength g. Fig. 1 clearly demonstrates the trade-off between
steady cooling power Qc and maximum speed of evolution
1/τ, implying one can only get better cooling rate by compro-
mising on the speed of evolution. This sets up the main crux
of our work. It is also surprising that the performance of an
autonomous quantum thermal machine at the steady state de-
pends on the minimum time taken to reach the steady state.
In the rest of the work, we shall study how the BSOCR χ de-
pends on the parameters of the QAR. We shall also investigate
whether initial quantumness can enhance the performance of
the steady QAR.
A. Interaction strength vs BSOCR
We know that the three-body interaction cools the cold
qubit and draws heat from the cold bath. Hence, the more
the interaction strength, the stronger the biasing facilitating
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FIG. 2: Variation of BSOCR with interaction strength g.
Left: for different strengths of initial coherence κ applied to
the |000〉〈111| subspace as well as Right : for same amount
of coherence in different subspaces viz. 36, i.e., |101〉〈010|,
and 18, i.e., |000〉〈111| subspaces. The reset probabilities
have been taken as pc = pr = ph = p throughout. The other
parameters are taken as Tc = 1,Tr = 2,Th = 10, η = 0.5,
p = 0.05, Ec = 1.
the refrigeration. However, the cooling power depends in a
complicated way on the strength g of the three-body interac-
tion. On the contrary, from Eq. 11 (see the appendix for a
detailed expression) when the resetting probabilities {pi} are
equal), we observe that the BSOCR grows linearly with the
strength g of the three-body interaction Hint when the qubits
start from their respective thermal states.
In Fig. 2, we demonstrate the linear dependence of the
BSOCR on the interaction strength. It will be interesting to
inquire whether some initial coherence in the three qubit QAR
can boost the BSOCR beyond the linear increase with the in-
teraction strength g seen above. We add an additional real off
diagonal part to the |000〉〈111| and the corresponding adjoint
element of the diagonal initial density matrix ρ0 with the fol-
lowing magnitude
= κ
√ ∏
i=c,r,h
rir¯i ; 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1. (12)
Fig. 2 shows that this initial coherence can significantly in-
crease the BSOCR. Thus, quantum coherence, already iden-
tified as a useful resource in quantum information theory and
quantum thermodynamics [53–56], can enhance the perfor-
mance of the QAR for a fixed interaction strength by reducing
the minimum time taken to reach the steady state. It is worth
mentioning that in Ref. [36], it has been pointed out that co-
herence can enhance the cooling of the cold qubit in the tran-
sient regime. In this work, we show that coherence can also
enhance the performance of the steady heat machine. This is
consistent with the assertion made in Ref. [49] that quantum
coherence can serve to augment the speed limit for general
dynamics. At this juncture, we want to emphasize that the
present treatment of adding initial coherence to the system is
different from having a bath which is coherent. The choice of
adding coherence only to the |000〉〈111| subspace may seem
restrictive, but it can be shown that the nature of functional
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FIG. 3: Variation of BSOCR with reset probability pc = pr =
ph = p. Left : for different strengths of initial coherence κ in
the |000〉〈111| subspace as well as Right : for same amount
of coherence in different subspaces viz. 36, i.e., |101〉〈010|,
and 18, i.e., |000〉〈111| subspaces. The other parameters are
taken as Tc = 1,Tr = 2,Th = 10, η = 0.5, g = 0.05, Ec = 1.
dependence of the BSOCR on the interaction strength or reset
probabilities does not change whether we add the coherence
in any other density matrix element, say, |010〉〈101|. However,
the numerical value of the BSCOR depends on the subspace
to which coherence is added. In Fig. 2, we show that as far as
the efficacy of applying coherence to facilitate cooling is con-
cerned, applying coherence to |000〉〈111| subspace is far bet-
ter than applying the same amount of coherence to |010〉〈101|
subspace.
B. Thermalization strength vs BSOCR
In this section we study the dependence of the BSOCR on
the thermalization strengths, i.e., the reset probabilities. In
case the reset probabilities are different, the expression for
BSOCR is a bit cumbersome. Thus we confine ourselves to
the case of equal reset probabilities. If the reset probabilities
vanish, there is no energy exchange and consequently no cool-
ing either. If the reset probabilities pc, pr, ph are all equal to,
say p, then the BSOCR is linearly proportional to p. Again,
one can verify that this simple linear relation does not hold
for the heat extracted from the cold bath. Now, let us start
with a slightly more general case where the density matrix
corresponding to the initial state ρ0 possesses some non-local
coherence, the latter typified by non-zero elements as in Eq.
12 in the earlier section. It is readily verified that the reduced
states are still Gibbsian in their respective energy eigenbases.
Fig. 3 shows that although the BSOCR increases rapidly with
increasing reset probability if the p is very low, it decays con-
siderably as we go on increasing p. Of course we cannot
indefinitely go on increasing the reset probability due to the
weak coupling assumption used in the derivation of this mas-
ter equation but the decrease of the BSOCR with increasing
reset probability is observed even in the regime depicted in
the figure, where g, p  E1.
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FIG. 4: Variation of BSOCR with steady state efficiency η
for fixed parameter values pc = 0.01, pr = 0.02, ph =
0.05,Tc = 1,Tr = 2,Th = 10, Ec = 1, g = 0.01.
C. Efficiency vs BSOCR
For finite time thermodynamic cycles, finding the efficiency
at maximum power is a well-motivated pursuit. For QAR
models, in addition to finding the efficiency at maximum
power [29], it makes sense to find the efficiency of the QAR
when the BSOCR, the figure of merit encompassing both
steady power characteristics and speed of evolution, is max-
imal. Let us now focus on how the BSOCR depends on the
efficiency of the machine. For this model, the efficiency η is
expressed as Ec/Eh . This allows us to explicitly compute the
BSOCR for any efficiency. We demonstrate in Fig. 4 that in
a generic case, the BSOCR vanishes when there is no cooling
as well as at the Carnot point, and attains its maximal value
at some intermediate point. Exactly calculating the efficiency
at maximal BSOCR in the most general case is quite cum-
bersome, therefore we restrict ourselves to the case of equal
reset probabilities and use the expression for BSOCR derived
in the supplementary material [57]. In the high temperature
limit and with the following assumptions, this allows us to
derive the following crucial result, the proof of which can be
found in the supplementary material [57].
Theorem - If the reset probabilities pc, pr, ph are equal and
Th  Tr  Tc  Ec along with the condition that TcTr ≈ TrTh ,
the efficiency at maximal BSOCR equals
Tc
Tr
1 − √TcTh
 . (13)
Let us mention that in the limit considered above, the Carnot
efficiency for this refrigerator is given by
ηCarnot =
Tc
Tr
(
1 − Tc
Th
)
. (14)
We immediately see that the relation between Eq. 13 and Eq.
14 is remarkably similar to the relation between the expres-
sions for Carnot bound and Curzon-Ahlborn (CA) bound for
efficiency heretofore derived for various cyclic heat pumps
[12, 17].
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a figure of merit, which we call the
BSOCR, defined as the product of the steady cooling power
and the maximum speed of evolution towards the steady state,
and analyzed it for a specific model of QAR. We have shown
that the BSOCR scales linearly with the interaction strength.
We have also observed that the BSOCR increases with the
value of reset probabilities. Consequently, we have observed
how the relation of the BSOCR with interaction strength and
reset probabilities change with the introduction of initial quan-
tumness in the system. Interestingly, we have demonstrated
that the initial quantumness is helpful to increase the magni-
tude of BSOCR. Strikingly, we have shown that the efficiency
at maximum BSOCR has a simple expression reminiscent of
the CA type expressions in a limiting case. That the steady
state performance parameter depends on the dynamics which
generates the steady state is perhaps worth exploring further
for more generic heat machines. Further work elaborating
on the link between cycle based and self contained thermal
machines may elucidate this connection even more. In place
of the speed limit used in this work, one may put alternate
expressions for the speed limit to derive alternate forms of
the BSOCR. Further work on power characteristics of general
quantum thermal devices as well as quantum biological pro-
cesses using the procedure outlined here may be performed.
Another potentially interesting avenue of future investigation
is to consider non-Markovian baths, e.g., Fermionic central
spin baths, and see whether they impart any advantage as far
as the BSOCR is concerned. The seminal paper by Deffner
and Lutz [48] indeed demonstrates that the time taken to reach
a target state may be significantly less for non-Markovian pro-
cesses. Thus, if a steady state exists for a non-Markovian
model, the value of our figure of merit may be significantly
enhanced. One particular obstacle towards pursuing this idea
in a straighforward way is the fact that for such baths - there
may not even exist any unique steady state in general. We are
optimistic that engaging non-equilibrium steady states in the
discussion of quantum autonomous refrigators may be a very
fruitful approach (see, for example, Ref. [58] for such a recent
work). The treatment of such situations lies outside the scope
of the present paper, but may be considered as important fu-
ture projects. At the time of completion of the first draft of
the present manuscript, two recent preprints [59, 60] appeared
which proposed the existence of speed limits to evolution in
the classical phase space. It may be interesting to perform a
similar analysis to ours for classical heat machines.
The authors acknowledge financial support from Depart-
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6APPENDIX
In the appendix, we present the calculations for the results
in the main work. The initial state of the three-qubit refriger-
ator is the product of locally thermal states ρ0 = τc ⊗ τr ⊗ τh
and the steady state is given by ρ f = ρ0 + γσcrh, as described
in the main paper. First, let us note that the cooling rate Qc is
expressible in the form
Qc =
ξ1
Υ1 +
Υ2
g2
(15)
and the inverse speed limit, i.e. minimum time required for
evolution to the steady state is similarly expressible in the
form
τ =
ξ2/g
Υ1 +
Υ2
g2
, (16)
where the parameters Υ1,Υ2, ξ1, ξ2 all depend on the system
parameters other than g. All these parameters are explicitly
expressed as ξ1 = qEc∆, ξ2 =
∆ Tr(τcτrτhσcrh)√
2(r1r3+r2(r1+r3−2r1r3−1)) ,Υ1 =
2 +
∑
i qi +
∑
jk Q jkΩ jk,Υ2 = q2/2. Thus, if other system pa-
rameters are kept fixed and only the interaction strength g is
tuned, then the above parametric relation yields the follow-
ing link between Qc and τ, which is valid for any interaction
strength.
τ2 =
ξ22
ξ1
 Qc − Υ1 ξ22
ξ21
Q2c (17)
In case the first term of the RHS dominates over the sec-
ond term, this immediately reveals that there exists a trade-off
between the speed of evolution and the steady state cooling
rate, which provides the rationale for investigating this trade-
off through our figure of merit. In this sense, the existence
of this tradeoff is not obvious from the outset. However, in
general, if the cooling rate Qcis small, the quadratic term is
subleading, and the tradeoff is observed. More specifically, in
the scenarios we illustrated in the paper, for example in Fig.
1 of the main text, the first term indeed dominates and this
trade-off is observed.
The BSOCR χ is the ratio of the cooling power at steady
state and the minimal time of evolution from ρ0 to ρ f , i.e.,
χ = qγEc
√
Tr
(L†ρ0)2
| cos θ − 1|Tr ρ20
(18)
The relative purity angle θ between initial and final states is
given by θ = cos−1 Tr(ρ0ρ f )
Tr(ρ20)
. Consequently, | cos θ − 1|Tr(ρ20)
equals |γTr(ρ0σcrh)|. The conjugate of Lindbladian acting on
the initial state is simplified as
L†ρ0 = −i[Hint, ρ0] +
∑
i
pi (τi ⊗ Tri ρ0 − ρ0) . = −i[Hint, ρ0](19)
The expression for BSOCR thus equals qEc
√
Tr[Hint ,τcτrτh]2
Tr(τcτrτhσcrh)
. For
equal reset probabilities, i.e., on putting pc = pr = ph = p,
the expression for BSOCR written in terms of the excited state
probabilities {r¯i} reduces to
Qc
τ
= 3
√
2gpEc
r¯crh − r¯r (1 − r¯c − r¯h + 2r¯c r¯h)
3
2 − 3r¯h + r¯r(−1 + 3r¯h + r¯2h) + r¯2r (5 − 9r¯h + 4r¯2h) + r¯2c (r¯r + r¯2r (4 − 8r¯h) + 8r¯r r¯2h − r¯h(1 + 4r¯h)) − r¯c(3 − 5r¯h + r¯2h + 6r¯r r¯h − 3r¯r + r¯2r (9 − 16r¯h + 8r¯2h))
.
(20)
A. BSOCR in presence of initial coherence
We add an additional real positive off diagonal part the
|000〉〈111| and the corresponding adjoint element of the di-
agonal initial density matrix ρ0 with the following magnitude
= κ
√ ∏
i=c,r,h
rir¯i ; 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1.
Now, the corresponding BSOCR is given by
Qc
τ
=
qEc
√
Tr (−i[H, ρ0 + µ] − qµ)2∣∣∣∣Tr (ρ0σ + µσ) − 1γ Tr (ρ0µ + µ2)∣∣∣∣ , (21)
where µ = κ
√∏
i=c,r,h rir¯i (|0c0r0h〉〈1c1h1r | + h.c.). Explicitly
computing this expression yields the following expression for
BSOCR
= 3pEc
√
N1 p2 + N2 p + N3
D1 p4 + D2 p2 + D3
, (22)
where
7N1 = 9 Tr µ2,N2 = −6 Tr Mµ,N3 = Tr M2,D1 = 81
Π22
4g4∆2
,D2 = 18
(
Π1 +
λΠ2
∆
)
Π2
2g2∆
,D3 =
(
Π1 +
λΠ2
∆
)2
, λ = 2+
∑
i
qi+
∑
jk
Q jkΩ jk.
(23)
Here,
M = −i[H, ρ0+µ], γ = −∆
λ + 9p
2
2g2
,Π1 = Tr (ρ0σ + µσ) ,Π2 = Tr(ρ0µ+µ2).
(24)
Clearly only N3 and D3 coefficients survive in the absence of
initial coherence, i.e., κ = 0, thus giving rise to the linearity
with p in that case. One may easily check now for µ = 0
that N3D3 is proportional to g
2, thus confirming the linearity of
BSOCR with interaction strength. In fact it may be shown that
the BSOCR can be expressed in the following alternate way
= gEc
√
N′1g2 + N
′
2g + N
′
3
D′1g4 + D
′
2g
2 + D′3
, (25)
with only the coefficients N′3,D
′
3 surviving in the special case
of κ = 0, i.e., no initial coherence.
B. Derivation of efficiency at maximum BSOCR
Efficiency at maximal BSOCR in the high temperature
limit- If the reset probabilities pc, pr, ph are equal and Th 
Tr  Tc  Ec along with the condition that TcTr ≈ TrTh , the
efficiency at maximal BSOCR equals TcTr
(
1 −
√
Tc
Th
)
.
Proof : In the high temperature limit, the occupancies of
the excited states of qubits are approximated by
r¯i 
1
2
− xi
4
− x
2
i
8
+
x3i
4
; xi =
Ei
Ti
. (26)
Putting them in the expression for BSOCR and weeding out
higher order terms using the fact that Th  Tr  Tc  Ec
leads to the following reasonably simple expression for the
BSOCR
Qc
τ

3
√
2gpEc
3 − xc xr(xc−xr)3(xc−xr+xh)
=
3
√
2gpEc
3 − 13 F
. (27)
Now optimizing the BSOCR reduces to maximizing F.
Putting xc = EcTc , xr =
Ec
Tr
(
1 + 1
η
)
, xh =
Ec
ηTh
, we differentiate F
with respect to η to obtain the efficiency at maximal BSOCR.
The solution to the equation ∂F
∂η
= 0 yields the following
nontrivial solutions for efficiency at extremal BSOCR -
ηopt =
−T 2c Tr + T 2c Th − TcTrTh ±
√
T 4c T 2r + T
3
c T 2r Th
2T 2c Tr − TcT 2r − T 2c Th + 2TcTrTh − T 2r Th
. (28)
Applying the condition Th  Tr  Tc , we now have the
expression for efficiency at extremal BSOCR as
ηopt 
TcTrTh − T 2c Th ∓
√
T 3c T 2r Th
(Tr − Tc)2Th =
Tc
Tr − Tc∓
TcTr
(Tr − Tc)2
√
Tc
Th
,
(29)
Noting Tr − Tc ≈ Tr, we arrive at the following expression for
efficiency at optimal BSOCR
ηopt =
Tc
Tr
1 ∓ √TcTh
 . (30)
Now one can show that the minus sign corresponds to the max-
imal BSOCR (taking into account the fact TcTr ∼ TrTh , the other
solution lies beyond the Carnot efficiency) and consequently
the efficiency at maximal BSOCR is given by TcTr
(
1 −
√
Tc
Th
)
-
thus completing the proof. 
One can check that the Carnot efficiency ηCarnot is given by
ηCarnot =
Tc
Tr
[
1 − Tc
Th
+
(
Tc
Tr
− Tr
Th
)]
.
If TcTr ≈ TrTh , the Carnot efficiency is given by
ηCarnot =
Tc
Tr
(
1 − Tc
Th
)
.
One can compare this with the efficiency at maximal BSOCR
obtained here , which is given by -
ηopt =
Tc
Tr
1 − √TcTh
 .
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